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Limits in size of bipolar and MOS field effect transistors, which are commonly

used in integrated circuits, will be briefly discussed from physical and technolo-

gical viewpoints. Discussion from economical viewpoints will be not included.

Principal Physical Limits
(t) Edge uncertainty(1)

in lithography edge uncertainty of the order of the wave length should be

assumed. This can be understood as diffraction phenomenon and also from Heisen-

berg's uncertainty priciple, which gives the uncertainty in location AL,

a L , + (1) Equation (1) means that the uncertai.nty in location for

visible light is about 0.5 7rrm, which has been attained experimentally. The un-

certainty for electron bean accelerated by 102 - 103 volt is 10-1 - 10-2 nt.

With heavy ion beam extremely srnal1 uncertainty can be obtained.

(2) Fluctuations of Dopants N.rtb"tr(1)

The statistical fluctuations of dopants nunbers are unavoidable and become

large when the size of a particular region in a semiconductor is small and the

nunber of doping atoms is snall. Let No be the mean number of inpurities per

cubic element, E be the maximum allowed fractional deviation frorn the nean, the

fraction of cubes S in which € is exceeded nay be obtained from

(eN: 1,
)" e-' dy (z) wherey=(N-N.)/Aand d = standard

% tolerance

for N = 104.

L/2 Results of calculation show that even if 10

s=1 #
deviation = No

allowedrfailure rate S is 2 x 10-3 fot N = 103 and less than 10-8

(3) Saturation of Drift Velocity of Carriers

Saturation of drift velocity of carriers linits the naximum current density.

Assuming the saturation velocity as 107 cm/sec, the maximum current density in

silicon can be calculated as to3 l,/cmz - 106 l,/cm? for 1015/.t5 - t018/cm3 of

carrier concentration. The transfer conductance of bipolar transistors are pro-
nTportional to the collector curl'ent Ic, that is'+ To get the transfer con-
^B'

ductance of I mUthe collector current of 25 1A and therefore the collector cross-

section of 2., f^' is required. The transfer conductance of

determined by geonetrical factor and the gate voltage and not

However the drain current IO is given by IO = Qv6rnw

MOSFETs is largely

by the drain current.

where vU, is the

saturation velocity of carriers in the channel, n is the carrier density per unit

;99-
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channel area, and w is the channel width. n is limited by the breakdown field
strength in sio, and less than 10"/.'. Again assuming vds i, r07 cm/sec, the
nininum channel width for the drain current of I pA is of the order of 10 

-' 
t*^.

Principal Technological Linit s

(1) Scattering of Bean in the Resist(1)

The bean spread can be assumed to be comparable to about half the penetration
range, that is, the thickness of the resist filn. The thinnest possible layer is
several molecules thick and would be 25 i tt i.t. Therefore technological limit
of edge uncertainty is determined by thickness of resist and of the order of 20,i.
(2) Device Characteristics

It is recognized that the practical limitations'of s ize of MOSFETs is gate

oxide breakdown and drain-source punch througl. (2)

The minimum oxide thickness gives the naxinum substrate doping concentration
and also the mininum channel length to avoid the punch through phenonenon. The

mininum oxide thickness should be thicker than so i to avoid tunneling of carriers
through the oxide and this gives 0.2 yn for the minimum channel length. However

the punch through phenonenon can be avoided by using lightly doped drain region.
Of course appropriate scaling for depth of source and drain junctions should be

done. (3)

In bipolar transistors the minimun base region thickness is deternined by punch

througn. (4) The thickness is essentially inportant for high speed operation of
the devices, however from view points of packing density the substrates are suffi-
cient-],y thick, so the thickness limitation is rather out of interest.

Size limit due to edge uncertainty and effect of beam scattering in lithography
is far beyond the present technology limit. The most serious,essential linit is
given by the statistical fluctuation of dopants nunbers.

Saturation of drift velocity gives the limit for cross-sectional area of bi-
polar devices.
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